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ORBE 



 
INTRODUCTION/ 
 
 
Base points/ 
 

- LEARNING CURVE 
- ACCEPTANCE ABILITY 
- EXPERIENCING & KNOWLEDGE OPENNESS 

 
 
CONSUMERISM & HABITS / 1856 CE 
 

- GENERATIONAL INVOLVEMENT 
- TRADE OF ‘MORAL COMPASS’ FOR COMPETTIVENESS 
- PERFORMANCES BY PREDITORIAL BEHAVIOR 

 
DISRUPTIVE ASSETS OF ORBE/ 
 

- MAKE BELIEF 
- AMBITION 
- AUTO-PLANIFICATION 
- VINDICATION 

 
TECHNICALITY/ 
 

- STEGANOGRAPHY 
- REDUCTIONISM 
- FLUID DYNAMICS 
- RECONSTRUCTIVISM 

 
USAGE/ 
 
ORBE or Offset Resources Base Economy, is a Blockchain base leger. Its main functions is to keep as 
close as real time possible to Earth population counting exactitude. In view of the celebration of Earth 
8,000,000,000 population threshold which is expected to take place between September 2022 and 
November 2022. 1 ORBE per Human alive. ORBE is design to build a map of Individual habits related to 
Raw Materials consumption with a reference point in time, 1856 the start of the Industrial Revolution, 
ongoing. The base computation therefore is 100 billion tons per year which is the consumption rate of 
extracted Raw Materials from Earth (lst; 2021) and transform into usable goods from oil to Computers; a 
simple format is calculated on Human alive today divided by the total extracted Raw Material and provide 
with the average Right of Accessibility & Availibility per Human, if we accountit as per February 2022 the 
average is 12.5.0 in tons and including all outcome of productions. The NON FUNCTIONAL 
OBSOLESCENCE and NON PREDICTABLE ORDER are the base for ORBE algorithm utilizing the logistic 
map equation. Price is $1.12cts.  
 
 
 
 



PROFORMAT 
 
Человеческая Операционная База – РЕГИСТРАЦИЯ/मानव संचालन आधार - पंजीकरण/االلععممللييااتت ققااععددةة 
 人力運營基地 - 註冊/la Base de Operaciones Humanas – REGISTRO/Pangkalan/االلتتسسججييلل – االلببششررييةة
Operasi Manusia – PENDAFTARAN/ke kahua hana kanaka – REGISTRATION/האנושי המבצע בסיס – 
 Хүний үйл ажиллагааны бааз - БҮРТГЭЛ/רישום
 
 
 
 
Inspiration & influences, the later can be influenced by the primer. Inspiration is what makes Human 
Existence. Where some see blind obedience, we see willing participation, Sapient not ‘usable’ and the HOB 
by participation allow You to acknowledge Yourself. The motivation is all around Us, in the Love for and from 
Our Loved One, Parents, Friends, Lovers, unknown encounter resonating in goodness, an immutable 
motivation in Love and Attention to Our Children’s, and in all extend the Love for Hope. 
For those who have been through understanding and reach consciousness about premeditated  Act(s) they 
have been either perpetrators or silent witness which was predatorial and cruel Act(s), to acknowledge and 
transmit their experience and conclusion to a Humanity that will carry this memory and not reproduce the 
same Act(s). Motivation that We can give or receive when We feel at end of endurance, a motivation to 
Act(s), as much a contribution to Reality, must not be deprived of the conscious states of the moment the 
Act(s) where perpetrated. And those are only the Sensorial level of what Our motivation to Live is. *see 
cognitive intelligence/ https://dictionary.apa.org/cognitive-intelligence 
 
Temperance! Emotion’s! a form of Intelligence ruling over a dimension of its own, those Emotions Human 
can learn and repeat differentiates Us from one another, and the similarities of the Emotion’s tool box is what 
makes Us recognize each other, Human. Like many other Act(s) from a Conscious Human, it can becomes 
an habit. For that, Humanity will “have to let something behind”, 3rd written Law of Newton, the definition add 
that if you did not receive a mathematical Education, very little chance You would understand the parameters 
and systems needed to be Conscious of what it mean. What is this ‘intent; in the face of Humanity own 
limitation, the Sapient choice is reduction, taken over by a reflection and the Sentient Human ability takes 
aim only to lead to Humanity Scientient understanding and evolve into a Common Intelligence. Looking for 
escape velocity toward a Human Planetary Civilization. 
Gussy thoughts. To better wrest All that Human Civilization’s have been, Are and will be good at, 
Experience, biologically live a succession of moments, resent and memorize what is better described as 
Life. So We come to Life & the Living and use it as a trade, by the lack of an equal, more advance or ‘higher’ 
Entity to Differentiates Ourselves and draft Similarities with, We compete with one another. Few of Us are 
genuinely Suicidal, but We are All auto-destructive, not a ‘Nature’, only an habit which takes its roots in 
control models and power schedule, elaborated under another States of Consciousness for another Time(s). 
This is not to be reproduced. How will You, has a Human being, roam this Planet for the Time(s) You Live? 
What is Your Individual Survival Model.! 
What would You take advantage the most to Survive, Innocence or Ignorance? Love or Abandonment? Is it 
All this an hallucination?!?, ie; TMK & DMK: According to the “Stoned Ape Theory” developed by Terrence 
McKenna and his brother Dennis McKenna, a community of proto-humans might have consumed the magic 
mushrooms they found in the wild. That act could have profoundly changed their brains./ is this Reality 
‘fueled’ by a Dream or any entity able for create Human realm reality?!? believe that everything “ “ created is 
pure and should be treated with love and respect. This includes the natural environment../ A Human made 
reality, ‘ that which when You stop Believing in it, doesn’t go away”, should Human agree on what is Real?!? 
Existence, Existentialism, Existential Risk Death ahead!. The Living & Existence ie; (Existence that is absolute, 
self-sufficient, or objective, and not subject to human decisions or conventions). 



 
APPLICATION OF RESULTS/ 1994-2021 
 
The result of an evolutionary biochemical Reaction(s) Human, the Bioreactor, interlinked in a Relation with a 
wider Organism, Earth Biome. Relationship? We all tend to absorb Individuals whom could bring more in Our 
lives and keep close to those whom help Us make the best of Our day to day. Reality Retaliation?! What to 
do! Free Will is in the under, mid and upper World the same, it cannot be questioned. Dogma of all. What 
Day it is?! If only lies were truth??!  
 
There is no safety pin for Human passion, temptation is everywhere, Humanity is as such, for the whole to 
exist!? Humanity Organism. Such questions are occupying the Mind of any Human at any given Time(s). 
Should we endure it, or find a center point within Space & Time continuum? Escape velocity refer just to 
that. A new vibrational state. And a demand for Consciousness in order to better consume our individual 
and collective Time(s). 
 
About the ORBE. 
Do you, has an individual, feel conscious and therefore intellectually able to understand the World You live 
in!? Are We, has an Organism, feel conscious. Humanity. Humanity already carry the Dead in Heart and in 
memories, and We shall not leave the Living behind, this Law(s) We can do without it, the ORBE is just 
about that, a Blockchain unit devoted to acknowledgement and recognition of Your individuality, You are 
unique, so is Your ORBE. And this Humanity have yet to locate itself in Present Time(s) & Space. 
 
 
First Resource is You 
The Conscious You, from the Autodestructive You who don’t gives a fuck about anything, to the Loving, 
Caring, Creative and Living You. YOU 

WeTreat 
 
 
Second Resource is Us 
To the unparticipating Humanity Organism Entity, to the Human Planetary Civiliation, This Humanity 

CONSORTIA 
 
 
Third Resources is Earth 
From waste and overconsumption Human Society, to the Universally Conscious Human of Earth Steward. 
Planet Earth. 

synbiodata 
 

 
 
 

launch all application following ORBE set ups// 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
SYSTEM// 
 
$10 million every 1 billion registrations 
trade sheet????///// tbd -  
8 block available 
1.2% fee// $120k 
// Offsets / Housing POD’s – Logistic ULUV - AFarming 
POPULATION – OUR KNOWLEDGE// REAL TIME 
Total offsets goal – 1 billion h+ 
 
 
 
 
 

ORBE – leger process 
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